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FACE THE NATION 

 

09/02/12 Guests: Governor Martin O’Malley (D-MD), Chairman, Democratic Governors Association (1); Stephanie Cutter, Deputy 

Campaign Manager, Obama 2012 (1); former Governor Bill Richardson (D-NM) (1); Trish Regan, Bloomberg Television 

(2); Dr. Michael Eric Dyson, Georgetown University (2); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (2); John Dickerson, CBS News 

Political Director (2) 

1) Topics include: thoughts on the Republican National Convention; preview of the upcoming Democratic National 

Convention / belief that the coalition that elected President Obama will return in the upcoming election / significance of the 

role that former President Bill Clinton will play at the convention / opinions regarding how the American people are faring 

under an Obama presidency / President Obama’s accomplishments 

2) Topics include: predictions regarding upcoming economic news and its potential election impact on President Obama / 

need for the Obama campaign to confront the fundamental economic realities faced by the American people; the necessity 

of the Obama campaign to reenergize their core coalition for the upcoming election; significance of the role that former 

President Clinton will play at the convention; current status of the presidential race and the differences in campaign 

strategies; Ann Romney’s speech at the Republican National Convention / actor and director Clint Eastwood’s appearance 

at the RNC; Dr. Dyson’s opinion that Mitt Romney’s refusal to release additional tax returns “indicates something about 

character” / overall “trust factor” for the American people involved in this election 

 

09/09/12 Guests: Scott Pelley, anchor, CBS Evening News with Scott Pelley, correspondent, 60 MINUTES (1) (4); Representative 

Paul Ryan (R-WI), Republican Vice Presidential nominee (2); David Plouffe, White House senior adviser (3); David 

Sanger, The New York Times, author, “Confront and Conceal: Obama's Secret Wars and Surprising Use of American 

Power” (5); Dee Dee Myers, Vanity Fair (5); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (5); John Dickerson, CBS News 

Political Director (5) 

Guest Moderator: Norah O’Donnell, co-host, CBS This Morning 

1) A preview of Mr. Pelley’s interview with President Obama, in which they discussed President Obama’s attempt to 

achieve a grand bargain on the budget, should he be re-elected and the House of Representatives remain under a Republican 

majority. 

2) Topics include: reaction to the excerpt of Mr. Pelley’s interview with President Obama; proposed budget plan from Mr. 

Romney and Representative Ryan / contradicting analysis from various organizations denying or supporting the claims set 

forth by the Romney budget plan; reaction to a comment from Mr. Romney in which he criticized Republicans for agreeing 

to and voting for the Budget Control Act, which included automatic cuts to defense spending, in exchange for an agreement 

to raise the debt ceiling / Representative Ryan’s reasoning for voting for the Budget Control Act and his decision to issue a 

statement declaring its passage a victory; Representative Ryan’s foreign policy experience / differing opinion between 

himself and Mr. Romney over which country is America’s number one foreign policy threat; explanation regarding his 

mistaken time for running a marathon 

3) Topics include: reaction to statements made by Representative Ryan during his interview, most notably regarding the 

Budget Control Act; overwhelmingly positive reaction from political pundits to former President Bill Clinton’s speech 

during the Democratic Convention /  belief that the Obama campaign holds a “small but important lead” in three 

battleground states -- Ohio, Virginia, and Colorado 

4) Topics include: a preview of Mr. Pelley’s 60 MINUTES interview with Mark Owen (a pseudonym), a former Navy 

SEAL who was involved in the raid that killed Osama bin Laden / the role of the female CIA analyst who accompanied the 

SEAL team to Afghanistan and provided them with critical details / questions regarding the timing of his book, “No Easy 

Day”, originally set to be released on 9/11 / the decision by some news organizations to reveal Mr. Owen’s real name / the 

great length CBS News went to protect Mr. Owen’s identity 

5) Topics include: concern from the Pentagon that Mr. Owen’s book constitutes a breach of his secrecy agreement with the 

U.S. government / possible political ramifications, if any, of the book; differences between the acceptance speeches from 

Mr. Romney and President Obama;  differing opinion between Representative Ryan and Mr. Romney over which country is 

America’s number one foreign policy threat; contrasting views as to which campaign has the political advantage / challenges 

facing both campaigns 

6) Google Hangout topic: The importance of the  eight to ten key battleground states in determining the upcoming 

presidential election.  Participants: Doug Schwartz, Quinnipiac University Poll; Andrew Smith, University of New 

Hampshire Survey Center; Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director.  Host: Norah O’Donnell 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

09/16/12 Guests: Mohamed Yousef el-Magariaf, President, General National Congress of Libya (1); Ambassador Susan Rice, U.S. 

Permanent Representative to the United Nations (2); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee (3); 

Richard Haass, Council on Foreign Relations (4) (5), Martin Indyk, Brookings Institution (4) (5); Tom Friedman, The New 

York Times (4) (5) (6); David Sanger, The New York Times (6); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (6); Bobby 

Ghosh, TIME magazine (6) 

1) Details regarding the September 11th attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya, which killed Christopher Stevens, 

the U.S. Ambassador to Libya, and three other Americans, as well as the subsequent arrest of fifty people believed to have 

been involved. 

2) Topics include: call for further investigation into the attack before agreeing with President el-Magariaf’s opinion that the 

attack was premeditated and preplanned, as well as the connection to al Qaeda / latest on the protests being held at various 

U.S. embassies in the Middle East, due to an anti-Muslim film made in the United States / response to criticism from the 

Romney - Ryan campaign against the Obama administration for its handling of the crisis 

3) Topics include: belief that the attack on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi was an act of terror that was preplanned, but 

further investigation is necessary in order to determine who was involved, as well as how long it took to plan the attack / 

opinion that the United States is in the weaker position against terrorists and extremists in the Middle East; belief that Israel 

is taking correct action against Iran and its desire to become nuclear capable / criticism against the Obama administration 

for how it is handling the situation between Israel and Iran, as well as the internal fighting in Syria; response to criticism 

from the Romney - Ryan campaign against the Obama administration regarding the turmoil at the American embassies 

4) Topics include: the precarious situation is in the Middle East / how the current problems in the region have impacted 

Israel and its fear of a nuclear capable Iran / current situation in Syria, in light of the most recent developments in the region 

5) Topics include: Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s call for the United States to “draw a red line” against Iran 

and its desire for a nuclear weapon / opinion that a military confrontation with Iran is inevitable for 2013 / reasons behind 

Prime Minister Netanyahu’s concern and increased pressure on the United States; current situation in Syria / support and 

criticism for the Obama administration’s handling of the situation in Syria 

6) Topics include: Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney’s changing position on drawing a “red line” against a 

nuclear capable Iran / Mr. Romney’s criticism against the Obama administration for what he saw as an “apology “ to the 

protesters outside of the U.S. embassy in Cairo, Egypt for the anti-Muslim film / potential impact Mr. Romney’s criticism 

against President Obama will have on his campaign and for President Obama; thoughts on what President Obama meant 

when he stated that Egypt is neither America’s ally, nor its enemy; belief that the most recent problems in the Middle East 

are indicative of future protests / America’s role in the changing landscape of the Middle East; status of the presidential 

campaign 

 

09/23/12 Guests: former President Bill Clinton (1); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (2); John Dickerson, CBS News Political 

Director (2); David Corn, Mother Jones magazine, author, “Showdown: The Inside Story of How Obama Fought Back 

Against Boehner, Cantor, and the Tea Party” (2); David Gergen, Public Service Professor of Public Leadership, Director, 

Center for Public Leadership, Harvard University (2); Rick Stengel, managing editor, TIME magazine (2) 

1) Topics include: agenda for the upcoming Clinton Global Initiative; Mitt Romney's controversial comments, caught on 

camera at a closed-door fundraiser earlier this year, disparaging the 47 percent of Americans who don't pay federal income 

taxes / status of the presidential election / support for President Obama and his approach to fix the economy / Mr. Romney’s 

recently released tax returns for 2011 / current Congressional gridlock; speculation regarding the future plans of his wife, 

Hillary Rodham Clinton, once she concludes her term as Secretary of State; his support of President Obama’s decision to 

extend the Bush tax cuts in 2010 and whether or not he would support an additional temporary extension 

2) Topics include: reaction to President Clinton’s response to the possibility of extending the Bush tax cuts; Ms. Noonan’s 

column criticizing the Romney campaign in The Wall Street Journal / details behind the release of Mitt Romney's 

controversial comments, caught on camera, by Mother Jones magazine / potential impact the video could have on the 

Romney campaign; former President Clinton’s positive impact on the Obama campaign; various opinions regarding the 

current state of the Romney campaign and what could be done to get it back on course; various opinions regarding the 

Obama presidency and the belief that he is unable to deal with the politics of Washington, DC from the inside / examples of 

presidents who were good at playing both the inside game and the outside game in order to accomplish things 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

09/30/12 Guests: Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ) (1); Newt Gingrich, former Republican presidential candidate, former Speaker of 

the House of Representatives (2) (4); Representative Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) (3); Bob Shrum, The Daily Beast (3); Larry 

Sabato, University of Virginia Center for Politics (3); Bob Woodward, author, “The Price of Politics” (4); Michelle Rhee, 

StudentsFirst (4); Hedrick Smith, author, “Who Stole the American Dream?” (4); Mark Zandi, Moody’s Analytics, author, 

“Paying the Price: Ending the Great Recession and Beginning a New American Century” (4) 

1) Topics include: thoughts on the recent troubles facing the Romney campaign / belief that Mitt Romney’s performance in 

the upcoming debate will be beneficial for the Romney campaign and change the course of the race / opinion that the video 

containing Mr. Romney's controversial comments disparaging the 47 percent of Americans who don't pay federal income 

taxes has not hurt his campaign / disagreement with fellow Republicans who believe that the video has hurt the Romney 

campaign / negative reaction from senior citizens to the Romney/Ryan plan for Medicare reform / assurance that Mr. 

Romney will be the next president of the United States 

2) Topics include: importance of Mr. Romney performing well in the upcoming debate; criticism against the Obama 

administration for the way it is handling information related to the September 11th attack on the U.S. Consulate in 

Benghazi, Libya / opinion that Mr. Romney could use the September 11th attack in Libya to his advantage campaign-wise, 

by demanding that President Obama be more forthcoming with the American people; opinion that Mr. Romney does not 

need to move towards the center as November 6th approaches, but rather “has to move to clarity in drawing the contrast 

between the two futures” 

3) Topics include: current status of the presidential race from Mr. Sabato; Representative Blackburn’s reaction to poll 

results which indicate that women voters do not favor Mr. Romney; Mr. Shrum’s debate advice for President Obama / 

importance of Mr. Romney performing well in the upcoming debate; significance of the state of Virginia in the upcoming 

election; advice from Republican Representative Blackburn to Mr. Romney and from Mr. Shrum to President Obama 

4) Topics include: state of the American economy between now and election day / speculation regarding why education has 

not been widely discussed during this presidential campaign / reaction to recent CBS News - New York Times poll results 

indicating an increase in the number of people saying the country is on the right track; belief that problems for the middle 

class and America’s decline began during the 1970's; need for the federal government to get its financial house in order / 

call for a bipartisan effort to fix the economy and rebuild the middle class / focusing on education as a starting point for both 

Republicans and Democrats to come together 

 

60 MINUTES 

 

09/02/12 “Resurrecting Chrysler” - a report on how Chrysler, the U.S. automobile maker, has experienced a turnaround through a 

partnership with Fiat, the Italian auto maker, and under the leadership of Sergio Marchionne, the CEO of Fiat and now also 

the CEO of Chrysler. Includes an interview with: Sergio Marchionne; and comments by Steve Rattner, head of the 

presidential task force on the auto industry, and Ralph Gilles, head of product design, Chrysler.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. 

Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic) (OAD: 03/25/12) 

“The Flavorists” - a report on the workings of the food flavoring industry, focusing on Givaudan, a Swiss multinational 

that is the largest flavoring company in the world. Includes interviews with: Givaudan researchers Jim Hassel, Ziagoen 

Yang, Michelle Hagen; Bob Pelligrino, Givaudan’s VP of global strategy and business development; and Dr. David Kessler, 

former head of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Also includes comments by Givaudan researchers Andy Daniher, 

Dawn Streich, and Givaudan chef Stefan Strehler.  (C: Morley Safer - P: Ruth Streeter) (OAD: 11/27/11) 

“Teacher to the World” - an interview with educator Sal Khan, who uses his website, “Khan Academy,” to reach over four 

million students across the world each month with his video lectures on various school subjects -- online tutorials which 

feature just his voice and the diagrams he draws.  Also includes comments by: Courtney Cadwell, teacher, Egan Junior High 

School, Los Altos, California: Laurine Forget, student, Egan Junior High School; Alex Hernandez, student, East Side Prep, 

East Palo Alto, California; Shantanu Sinha, Chief Operating Officer, Khan Academy; Eric Schmidt, chairman, Google.  (C: 

Dr. Sanjay Gupta - P: Denise Schrier Cetta) (OAD: 03/11/12) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

09/09/12 “Killing Bin Laden” - the first interview with a retired Navy SEAL who was part of the team that carried out the raid on 

Osama bin Laden’s compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan, and who was in the room when bin Laden, the leader of al Qaeda 

and the world’s most wanted terrorist,  died from American bullets.  In the interview, “Mark Owen” (a pseudonym used for 

security) recalls each step of the mission and the preparation which he and the nation's elite force had made for it.  “Mark 

Owen” has just written a book about this, entitled “No Easy Day”.  This interview is divided into four segments and 

comprises the whole hour.  (Parts I, II, IV: C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster; Pt. III: C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, 

Rachael Kun) 

 

09/16/12 “The Spymaster Speaks” - an interview with Meir Dagan, former chief of the Mossad, Israel’s equivalent of the CIA. He 

discusses the reasons why he is opposed to Israel making a preemptive strike anytime soon against Iran’s nuclear sites.  (C: 

Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) (OAD: 03/11/12) 

“The Player” - an interview / profile of pro football agent Drew Rosenhaus, who represents more NFL players than any 

other agent.  The movie character Jerry Maguire was largely based on Rosenhaus.  Includes comments by Plaxico Burress, 

New York Jets player and a Rosenhaus client.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson, Nicole Young) (OAD: 10/09/11) 

“The Year of Adele” - an interview / profile of the British popular singer Adele Adkins, known as Adele, who is up for six 

Grammy Awards.  She discusses her success and her recent vocal cord surgery.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: John Hamlin) 

(OAD: 02/12/12) 

 

09/23/12 “Campaign 2012" - Separate interviews with the two major party candidates for President of the United States: Mitt 

Romney, the Republican nominee, and President Barack Obama, the Democratic nominee. Among the topics discussed are 

the economy and jobs, healthcare, national security and the federal budget. 

“Governor Romney” - an interview with Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Ruth 

Streeter, Robert G. Anderson, Nicole Young) 

“President Obama” - an interview with Democratic presidential nominee President Barack Obama. (C: Steve Kroft - P: 

Michael Radutzky, L. Franklin Devine) 

 

09/30/12 “The Longest War” - a report on the progress of the war in Afghanistan, including interviews with General John Allen, the 

U.S. commander in Afghanistan; Hamid Karzai, the president of Afghanistan; and an unidentified Taliban commander. 

Among the subjects discussed are the recent insider attacks on U.S. soldiers by the Afghans whom they are training; the 

resurgence of al Qaeda; and the role of Pakistan.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan) 

“Arnold” - an interview / profile of former California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, on the occasion of the publication 

of his autobiography, “Total Recall: My Unbelievably True Life”. He discusses his bodybuilding career, his movie career, 

and his career in politics.  He also discusses his marriage to Maria Shriver, and his affair with his housekeeper that resulted 

in a secret child.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Richard Bonin) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY 

 

09/01/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Playing with Fire” (9:00-10:00p) - In the early morning hours of September 2, 2002, two 

young men were found executed in a burning Mercedes SUV in an upscale North Hollywood, California neighborhood.  

The victims were Michael Tardio, 35, a part-time model and doorman at The Garden of Eden – at the time Hollywood’s 

hottest nightclub – and his friend, 31-year-old Christopher Monson. What initially looked like a drug or gang-related 

murder, turned out to be something entirely different, but the crime scene left little forensic evidence to go on.  Retired 

veteran Los Angeles Police Department Detective Bill Cox, who spent four years on the case learned that Tardio’s girlfriend 

was Sandy Bentley, who along with her twin sister, was a former live-in girlfriend of Hugh Hefner at the Playboy Mansion.  

She was also an ex-girlfriend of Mark Yagalla, a former Wall Street hedge fund manager who was convicted of running a 

multi-million dollar Ponzi scheme.  During her relationship with Yagalla, he gave her more than $6 million worth of 

expensive gifts.  When federal officials came after these gifts, Bentley secretly kept $1 million worth of jewels and furs she 

was legally required to forfeit.  Police believe that Tardio and Monson were murdered when Tardio set up a deal to sell the 

jewelry to an unidentified buyer.  When Bentley was questioned by police, she initially denied the fact that Tardio and 

Monson were selling the jewelry.  When threatened with a possible jail sentence, she told them the truth.  The strongest lead 

police had was a telephone number Tardio gave to Bentley for Michael Jacobs, a convicted felon who was seen with Tardio 

at the Garden of Eden.  Police believe he was the middle man in the jewelry transaction and the only person who knows the 

identity of the intended buyer, known only as “Mister Big”.  Jacobs has refused to give any information to the police or 48 

HOURS.  Authorities are hoping that viewers of this broadcast may provide a new lead that could help them in solving the 

case.  Interviewed: Retired LAPD Detective Bill Cox; Andrew Blankstein of the Los Angeles Times; Izabella St. James, 

former girlfriend of Hugh Hefner; Mark Yagalla; Brian Bieber, Yagalla’s lawyer; Michelle Braun, Internet madam; Mike 

Degnan, FBI Special Agent; Attorney Eugene Licker; Linda Kim, jewelry collector and international weapons broker; Chris 

O’Connell, 48 HOURS investigative producer.  On-screen graphics: The Los Angeles City Council has renewed a $75,000 

reward for information leading to a conviction in this case.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Chris O’Connell, Ira Sutow, Greg 

Fisher) (OAD: 02/19/11; 1st Rebroadcast: 10/08/11) 

 

09/01/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “A Family’s Honor” (10:00-11:00p) - In October of 2009, 20-year-old Noor Almaleki and 

Amal Khalaf, the mother of her boyfriend Marwan, walked out of a Peoria, Arizona DES office and were struck by an SUV 

driven by Noor’s father and Iraqi immigrant, Faleh Hassan Almaleki. Detective Chris Boughey suspected this to be an 

“honor killing”. Honor killing is a practice found in some cultures, that allows a father to kill his daughter if he believes she 

acted in a dishonorable or disrespectful way. Amal Khalaf survived; however, Noor died from her injuries. The Almaleki 

family had moved from Iraq to Arizona in the mid 1990's, and Faleh wanted his children to adhere to Iraqi traditions -- but 

Noor wanted to be a typical American girl. She had been brought back to Iraq to enter an arranged marriage when she was 

17, but she left the marriage, returned to the United States, and eventually moved in with her boyfriend, Marwan Khalaf and 

his mother Amal. Noor’s parents made numerous verbal threats to her to return home, but she refused. Soon afterwards, her 

father struck her with his SUV. Faleh fled the country, but was later apprehended in London, and returned to the United 

States. He claimed that hitting the two women was an accident, but evidence of incriminating tire marks at the scene and the 

fact that the vehicle had no brake problems, seemed to indicate otherwise. However, these facts and other incriminating 

evidence were not enough to convince a jury that Noor’s father was guilty of first degree murder. Instead, the jury found 

Faleh guilty of the lesser charge of second-degree murder, meaning they did not agree the attack on Noor was premeditated, 

or an honor killing. Judge Roland Steinle sentenced Faleh to 34-and-a-half years in prison for killing Noor and gravely 

injuring Amal. On-Screen Graphics: While members of Noor’s family were questioned about the crime, no one other than 

her father was charged. Interviewed: Peoria, Arizona Police Detective Chris Boughey; CBS News Consultant Abigail Pesta; 

Adhi, Noor’s friend; Amal Khalaf, Noor’s boyfriend’s mother; Marwan Khalaf, Noor’s boyfriend; Nuha, Noor’s friend; 

Jasvinder Sanghera, founder, Karma Nirvana; Lina, Karma Nirvana caller; Laura Reckart, prosecutor; Elizabeth Mullins, 

defense attorney; Jeff Kirchler, defense attorney; Charles Cooper, witness; Shaneil Nakamoto, witness; Ali, Noor’s brother. 

(C: Troy Roberts - P: Lisa Freed, Jonathan Leach) (OAD: 04/07/12) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

09/08/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Shelley’s Last Breath” - an investigation into the 1999 scuba diving death of Shelley Tyre 

while on vacation on the Caribbean isle of Tortola.  Police questioned her husband and dive partner David Swain about 

every detail of the dive; autopsy results were inconclusive.  Shelley, a school principal who, in the early 1990s, had met and 

married David Swain, a divorced father of two, who ran a dive shop, was an adventurous woman who couldn’t care less 

about money.  Her parents insisted on a pre-nuptial agreement and David Swain agreed he would receive no money if they 

divorced.  With her death, he collected more than $600,000 from her estate.  What her parents could not understand was 

Swain’s lack of emotion regarding Shelley’s death.  He explained that he didn’t know had happened to Shelley during the 

dive.  Although divers are supposed to swim in pairs, she was diving alone – he had gone elsewhere in the water.  One year 

after her death, her parents hired an attorney and sent him and his team of experts to Tortola to investigate.  After several 

months, they uncovered evidence which they believed proved David Swain was lying. 48 HOURS hired an underwater 

forensic expert to examine the evidence; he also concluded that it was much more than a diving accident.  Her parents 

believed that Shelley’s decision to change jobs and take a substantial pay cut may have been the motive for murder.  In 

2006, they sued David Swain in civil court for wrongful death and won.  Armed with this, the Tyres persuaded the 

authorities in Tortola to re-open the case: island prosecutors charged Swain with the murder of his wife.  Ten years after 

Shelley’s death and after two years in a Tortola prison, the trial began.  Certain information about David Swain became 

public during the trial – his father had been convicted of sexual abuse and sent to prison.  His mother was bludgeoned to 

death by his brother, Richard.  This information, along with testimony from his children and ex-wife was used to explain his 

behavior.  In the end, David Swain was found guilty of murder and sentenced to life in prison.  Update for this 01/21/12 

rebroadcast: In September 2011, a three-judge panel overturned David Swain’s guilty verdict and he was released from 

prison.  Updated on-screen graphics: In December, David Swain was arrested and charged with drunk driving. If 

convicted, he could face up to a year in prison. Swain has never paid the Tyre family the 3.5 million in damages from the 

2006 wrongful death judgement. With interest, it’s now more than 8 million.  Interviewed: David Swain; Jen Bloom and 

Jeremy Swain, David’s children: Richard and Lisa Tyre, Shelley’s parents; Don Badger, Shelley’s co-worker; John 

Langella, David’s friend and fellow scuba instructor; Sandy Wheeler, David’s ex-wife; Jeff Morgan, San Bernardino, 

California Sheriff’s Department; Keith Royle, dive boat captain; Bill Oliver, scuba gear designer; Neil Tassel and Tim 

Bradl, David’s defense attorneys; Jim Erickson, former Minneapolis assistant district attorney; Hayden St. Clair Douglas, 

local counsel working with David’s defense team.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Jay Young, Patti Aronofsky, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 

05/08/10; 1st Rebroadcast: 03/05/11; 2nd Rebroadcast: 01/21/12) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

09/15/12 48 HOURS SPECIAL PRESENTATION: “Vanity Fair: Hollywood Scandal” - a trio of investigations presented by 

staff writers of Vanity Fair magazine.  1) “Natalie Wood’s Fatal Voyage” - Sam Kashner reports on the just re-opened 

case of actress Natalie Wood’s death by drowning.  This past weekend, after thirty years of rumors, the Los Angeles police 

department has re-opened the investigation.  On Thanksgiving weekend in 1981, Natalie Wood, her husband Robert Wagner 

and Christopher Walken, her co-star in her latest film, were boating off of the coast of Catalina Island, on Wagner’s vessel, 

the Splendour.  Hours later, Wood’s body was found floating in the Pacific Ocean. An investigation found no suggestion of 

foul play and it was ruled an accidental drowning. Now, based on new information, the police have re-opened the case.  

Interviewed are: Dennis Davern, the captain of the boat, who now admits that he lied to police about that night;  Marti Rulli, 

a longtime friend of Davern’s who has spent thirty years investigating the death; Mart Crowley, a close personal friend of 

Natalie Wood and Robert Wagner; Marilyn Wayne, who was on a nearby boat that night; Detective Duane Rasure, the 

original investigator on the case. In a written statement, the Wagner family says that it supports the investigation and trust 

the new information will be judged on the credibility of the source.  Update for the 09/15/12 rebroadcast includes 

interviews with Steve Whitmore, spokesman for the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department; Suzanne Finstad, Natalie Wood’s 

biographer; Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department Lieutenant John Corina; and Ron Nelson, current owner of the Splendour.  2) 

“The Gangster and The Goddess” - Patricia Bosworth reports on the 1958 stabbing death of gangster Johnny Stompanato. 

Actress Lana Turner was a much-married, Academy Award-nominated actress who became involved with Stompanato, not 

knowing he was gangster Mickey Cohen’s bodyguard. She tried to break off the relationship, and during an argument 

between the two at her Beverly Hills home, he was stabbed to death by her daughter Cheryl Crane.  Crane was charged with 

murder, put on trial and the event was eventually ruled a justifiable homicide. Turner continued her career and died at age 

75, though many still believe that Turner was the one who did the stabbing. Today, Cheryl Crane writes murder mysteries.  

Interviewed are: Cheryl Crane, Turner’s daughter; Hollywood producer George Schlatter; John Ibrahim, the son of Johnny 

Stompanato, who doubts the official account of the crime; Eric Root, hairdresser to the stars, who says that Turner admitted 

to him that she did it. 3) “The Miranda Obsession” - Bryan Burrough reports on Miranda Grosvenor, a woman who for the 

past forty years was known to have befriended, over the telephone, dozens of Hollywood actors, directors, rock stars and 

politicians.  Self-described as a leggy, beautiful blonde, she was viewed as something of a muse to many of these powerful 

men.  Writer Buck Henry was one of those who became a friend, and after a time he realized she was misrepresenting 

herself. Music producer Richard Perry became obsessed with her and demanded to meet her. When he did, in a darkened 

hotel room in New York City, it was clear she was not the person she was presented herself to be.  He soon ended the 

relationship. Whoever she was, she was not a stalker -- she just called people on the phone and developed ongoing 

telephone relationships.  For the first time since Burrough located her twelve years ago, she agreed to an interview, with the 

understanding that her real name not be revealed.  Featured are interviews with Buck Henry; Richard Perry; and Miranda 

Grosvenor.  Special correspondents for this 48 HOURS SPECIAL PRESENTATION: Sam Kashner, author, “Natalie 

Wood’s Fatal Voyage”, Vanity Fair; Patricia Bosworth, author, “The Gangster and The Goddess”, Vanity Fair; and Bryan 

Burrough, author, “The Miranda Obsession”, Vanity Fair.  (Producers: Liza Finley, Jamie Stolz) (OAD: 11/19/11) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

09/22/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Fatal Episode: The Producer’s Story” - a report on former reality show producer Bruce 

Beresford-Redman, who is accused of murdering his wife Monica Burgos,  while on a 2010 vacation with their two children 

in Cancun, Mexico.  Bruce and Monica’s marriage was in trouble and the vacation at the Moon palace Hotel was seen as a 

last attempt to save it.  Monica never returned to the hotel after her solo shopping trip.  Two days later, Mexican police 

found her body in a hotel sewer pit.  Mexican authorities had Bruce’s passport, but he made his way back to California, 

using his license to re-enter the U.S. via Texas.  Seven months later he was arrested for the murder, and was extradited to 

Mexico to face murder charges.  He is currently being held in El Cerezo Correctional Facility, awaiting trial.  In his only 

interview from prison, conducted via cell phone, Beresford-Redman talks about his wife Monica and discusses the details of 

his case.  On Screen Text Graphics: Monica Beresford-Redman’s sisters will be in a Los Angeles court April 2nd asking a 

judge to remove Bruce’s parents as permanent guardians for the children and appoint them instead. Monica Beresford-

Redman was brought back to Los Angeles by her sisters, where she was buried.  The update for the 09/22/12 rebroadcast 

includes Troy Roberts’ phone interview with an incarcerated Beresford-Redman and a Skype interview with his attorney, 

Jaime Cancino. Both profess Beresford-Redman’s innocence. Monica’s sisters have petitioned the court to be appointed the 

children’s guardians and that hearing is scheduled for November. Updated on-screen text graphic for the 09/22/12 

rebroadcast: There is no jury in this trial. A single judge will decide his fate. Includes interviews with: Juanita and David 

Beresford-Redman, Bruce’s parents; Jeane and Carla Burgos, sisters of Monica Burgos; Jaime Cancino, Bruce’s attorney in 

Mexico; Jeff Wald, Producer; Jen Heger, Radar Online reporter; Richard Hirsch, Bruce’s Lawyer; Karen and Eric 

Hamilton, couple who were married at the Moon Palace Hotel; Emily Hamilton, Eric’s sister, who was assaulted by a hotel 

employee at the Moon Palace Hotel; Dave Howard, Emily’s step-father; Alison Triessl, attorney representing Monica’s 

sisters. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Ana Real, Ira Sutow, James Stolz, Alec Sirken, Avi Cohen) (OAD: 02/25/12) 

 

09/29/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “My Dad’s Killer” - A followup to “Haunted” (OAD: 10/24/09), a report on the July 2002 

murder of Mike Sisco and his fiancee Karen Harkness, shot to death in Karen’s Topeka, Kansas home.  The police 

investigation ultimately focussed on Dana Chandler, Mike’s ex-wife and the mother of his two children, Hailey and Dustin.  

In 2009, after the appointment of a new District Attorney, the Harkness-Sisco case became a priority. Ten years after the 

murders and eight months after Dana Chandler’s arrest, the case went to trial. Lacking physical evidence, the prosecution 

hoped to convict Chandler with her own words, using jailhouse telephone calls recorded between Chandler and her sister; 

and her lack of an alibi, as she had told two different stories about her whereabouts on the night in question.  Hailey and 

Dustin Sisco also became star witnesses against their mother, detailing her obsessions with their father and Karen Harkness. 

The case went to the jury and after approximately ninety minutes of deliberation, Dana Chandler was found guilty of two 

counts of first-degree murder.  Five months after the verdict, six members of the Sisco and Harkness families see Dana 

Chandler one more time. She is given two life sentences, one for killing Mike Sisco and one for killing Karen Harkness.  

On-screen text graphic: Dana Chandler must serve 100 years before she can ask for parole.  Interviewed: Hailey Sisco and 

Dustin Sisco, children of Dana Chandler and Mike Sisco; Jacquie Spradling, Chief Deputy District Attorney; Mark and 

Cathy Boots, Mike Sisco’s sister and her brother-in-law; Chad Taylor, District Attorney; Mark Bennett, Chandler’s attorney.  

(C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Lourdes Aguiar, Sara Ely Hulse) 
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CAMPAIGN 2012 - DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION 

 

09/04/12 CAMPAIGN 2012 -THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION - 10:00-11:07p (Tues) - live coverage of the 

final portion of the first evening session of the Democratic National Convention at the Time Warner Cable Arena in 

Charlotte, North Carolina. Includes: (1) the keynote address, delivered by San Antonio (Texas) Mayor Julian Castro (10:08 

- 10:27pm); (2) interview (pre-recorded) with Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel (10:32 - 10:34pm); (3) a speech by First Lady 

Michelle Obama (10:39 - 11:05pm). CORRESPONDENTS: Scott Pelley (anchor, Time Warner Cable Arena): Bob 

Schieffer (with Pelley); Norah O’Donnell, John Dickerson, Byron Pitts, Bill Plante (all on the Convention floor).  

 

09/05/12 CAMPAIGN 2012 -THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION - 10:00-11:27p (Wed) - live coverage of the 

final portion of the second evening session of the Democratic National Convention at the Time Warner Cable Arena in 

Charlotte, North Carolina. Includes: (1) an interview with twin brothers Julian Castro, the Mayor of San Antonio, and 

Joaquin Castro, U.S. Congressional candidate, Texas (10:07 - 10:12pm); (2) an interview (by Bill Plante) with Bill Daley, 

President Obama’s former Chief of Staff (10:15 - 1017pm); (3) an interview (by Byron Pitts) with Cory Booker, Mayor of 

Newark, New Jersey (10:17 - 10:18pm); (4) a portion of a speech by Elizabeth Warren, U.S. Senate candidate, 

Msssachusetts (10:22 - 10:31pm); (5) a speech by former President Bill Clinton (10:35 - 11:24pm).   

CORRESPONDENTS: Scott Pelley (anchor, Time Warner Cable Arena): Bob Schieffer (with Pelley); Norah O’Donnell, 

Nancy Cordes, Byron Pitts, John Dickerson, Bill Plante (all on the Convention floor). 

 

09/06/12 CBS NEWS: THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION - 10:00-11:11p (Thurs) - live coverage of the final 

portion of the third (and final) evening session of the Democratic National Convention at the Time Warner Cable Arena in 

Charlotte, North Carolina.  Includes: (1) the concluding portion of a speech by Vice President Joe Biden (JIP; 10:01-

10:08p); (2) a video recording of former Arizona Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords leading the Pledge of Allegiance at 

the beginning of tonight’s session (10:10- 10:11p); (3) President Barack Obama’s nomination acceptance speech (10:25-

11:04p). CORRESPONDENTS: Scott Pelley (anchor, Time Warner Cable Arena); Bob Schieffer (with Pelley); Nancy 

Cordes, Norah O’Donnell, Byron Pitts, John Dickerson (all on the Convention floor) 

 

CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL 

 

09/16/12 “Food, Faith & Culture” - a report on the relationship between food and faith in three world religions: Judaism, Islam, and 

Sikhism.  Topics include: (1) Kosher food laws stem from the Old Testament, or Torah, which lay out what observant Jews 

can and cannot eat.  Pardes is an innovative kosher restaurant located in the Boerum Hill section of Brooklyn, New York.  

Opened in 2010 by the husband-and-wife team Moshe and Shana Wendel, Pardes serves kosher French food with a twist of 

Americana, a reflection of Chef Wendel’s training at well-regarded French restaurants.  (2) For practicing Muslims 

everywhere there is a mandate to eat halal, or pure foods ordained for mankind by Allah (God) as written in the Qu’ran and 

Hadith, the holy books of Islam.  Yvonne Maffei is a food writer, cook, and founder of My Halal Kitchen.com, a site which 

allows her to share halal-friendly recipes and to help dispel myths around eating in accordance with Islamic law.  (3) Within 

any Gurdwara or Sikh house of worship exists a langar, or common kitchen, where freshly prepared vegetarian food is 

served twice a day, seven days a week.  All of the food is free and prepared by volunteers who chop, cook and serve the 

meals. This tradition dates back to the 15th century, when the religion was founded by Guru Nanak. At the langar at the 

Sikh Cultural Society in Queens, NY, the oldest and largest Gurdwara on the East Coast, Harpreet Singh Toor, one of the 

Gurdwara’s leaders, discusses the tradition and how serving others is a central tenet of the faith.  (Narrator: Rolland Smith.  

Producer & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: Kathleen Fieffe.  Director & Executive Producer: John P. 

Blessington.  Produced in consultation with: National Council of Churches; The Islamic Society of North America; New 

York Board of Rabbis; A Consortium of Roman Catholic Organizations.) 
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